
GUIDE (Alert Logic)

Modernization is the process of transforming to best meet your organization’s business requirements related 

to digital transformation. For some, this step takes place during the migration phase of their cloud journey. For 

others, it is part of an ongoing effort to continuously refine and adapt to changing business processes, delivery 

models, and application requirements. 

Modernization requires ongoing adaption and refinement of applications to address the increasing and changing 

complexity of your environment. Doing this helps you achieve scale, maintain velocity, and gain agility as you 

mature throughout your cloud journey.

Continuous optimization takes many forms. This guide brings you through the key areas of focus and opportunities 

to achieve scale without sacrificing security in your cloud modernization journey.

A Guide to Successful Cloud Modernization  
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Phase 1: Understand the Current State 

During the migration phase of your cloud transformation 

journey, you may have opted to lift and shift applications from 

on-premises with little to no modifications before making 

them available in the cloud. 

However, those applications may not be performing at optimal 

levels. Conversely, you may be evaluating which on-premises 

applications and workloads can and should be reworked to 

optimize transformation. During this phase, you will evaluate and 

identify where modernization will take place.

Evaluate

Applications and Workloads

Verify Application Utilization — Applications that previously ran 

on-premises typically are sized to support peak load. As a result, 

the migrated applications will have greatly oversized capacity 

provisioned (in many cases, in the 90% idle capacity range). 

For workloads already migrated to the cloud, evaluate percent 

utilization of applications. Identify applications that are being 

under- or over-utilized.

If an application has a substantial idle percent, it is a prime 

candidate for deeper examination into which components can 

be used for auto-scaling and rightsizing the used resources.

Perform a Cost Analysis of Migrated Workloads — For 

migrated workloads, perform a cost analysis of forecasted 

versus actuals for cloud charges (e.g., overage charges, 

under-utilization, storage costs, billing frequency). Compare 

that against your on-premises costs and identify areas that 

could benefit from additional cost reduction. 

Assess Application Performance  — Identify if/where the IT 

environment has been negatively impacted and/or under-

performing since migration. Note any applications that 

were migrated as part of a lift-and-shift strategy during 

the migration phase. Are they performing as anticipated? 

Flag these applications for further evaluation — they may be 

candidates for rearchitecting.

Determine Workload Performance and Requirements 
— Understand how your workload requirements have 

changed (e.g., type and size, reduction of steady-state 

applications, more frequent development, or testing of 

applications). Do you require a more automated way to 

scale to meet demands? 

Inventory and Evaluate Legacy On-premises Applications 
— Are there any applications that remained on-premises 

during the initial migration phase? Evaluate if these 

applications must continue to remain so or if they are viable 

candidates for modernization. Consider impacts to cost, 

business continuity, and current organization goals and 

strategy. If they are viable candidates for modernization, 

map existing infrastructure, dependencies, and business 

processes required to support the application. This will be 

used later when rearchitecting the application.  

Analyze Existing Architecture and Compare to Changing 
Requirements — Consider the following when evaluating 

your current architecture: Does it continue to meet business 

requirements? Can you effectively develop and deploy 

applications? Can you effectively scale workloads? Document 

where the architecture is not meeting demand (e.g., time to 

develop, test, and deploy an application). 

Identify Application Lifecycle and Development — At this 

stage, you need to identify any existing application 

lifecycle processes and workflows that are not optimally 

performing and/or have improved. Key areas to evaluate 

include: 

• Application development — Have there been any recent 

 security concerns with existing application development 

 processes? Are there new requirements or recently 

 adopted processes designed to address security gaps?  

• Transformation within DevOps — Have any significant 

 changes occurred in the DevOps team (e.g., loss or 

 addition of key resources, new subject matter expertise, 

 adoption of new DevOps tools)?
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TIP - For more information on 
SSRM, download the whitepa-
per Key Steps in Defining a 

Shared Responsibility Model for Public 
Cloud Environments.

• Automation to streamline development — Has the DevOps 

 team been directed to shorten or speed-up application 

 development time? Has the organization evaluated tools 

 or processes to automate application development?  

Evaluate Business Processes 
Identify Business Continuity — Has end-user experience and/

or business continuity been negatively impacted by existing 

processes? Identify where continuity was disrupted and the 

effect on the user and/or business, and capture feedback on 

where adaptations can be made. 

• Determine business processes  — Some of the processes 

 that were effective on-premises may not have translated 

 well to cloud. During this step, you’ll want to pay close 

 attention to processes that could be modified, refined, 

 and/or completely reworked to adapt to the changing 

 business requirements. This may include workflows, IT 

 processes, application development, audits, regulatory, 

 and/or compliance requirements. 

• Understand organizational changes — Identify new  
 or changed business goals, changes in management,  
 and any new IT directives that could impact the desired  
 business outcomes linked to cloud transformation. This 
 may include new guidelines on process ownership,  

 stakeholders, influencers, and strategy.

• Create cost savings and budget — Take note of any  

 changes to the budget such as ownership (e.g., shift  

 from IT to Security, CIO to CISO, etc.) as this may influence 

 and/or provide new sources of budget. Additionally,  

 identify opportunities for cost savings, including observed 

 redundancies in functions, manual processes that could 

 shift to automation, consolidation of teams, etc. 

Evaluate Current Delivery Model 
During the initial phase of your cloud transformation, your 

role in the shared responsibility model shifted as you became 
responsible for protecting environments that house your 
customer’s data. During this step, you’ll need to evaluate if you 

are securely adhering to your expanded responsibility. 

Consider Shared Responsibility —  Highlight areas of concern 
regarding security in the cloud. Can you effectively address 
the security requirements as articulated in the shared security 
responsibility model (SSRM)? As your business grows, will you 
be able to continue to address it sufficiently? Following is an 
example of a detailed SSRM for an organization utilizing a 
public cloud environment. If you are planning to adopt a new 
delivery model, consider how your responsibilities will shift in 
terms of shared responsibility.
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Scale to Meet Demand — Based on current growth trends for 

your organization, evaluate if you will effectively scale to meet 

demand. Consider the following: scaling workloads in the 

cloud, minimizing disruption to business continuity, end-user 

experience, expanding to new regions, changing compliance 

mandates, etc. 

Increase Visibility — Visibility primarily centers around 

security. Do you have sufficient visibility into your workloads? If 

you currently have access to analytics for workloads migrated 

to the cloud, are you doing anything with them? This data can 

provide insightful information to understanding where any 

vulnerabilities may be present. Identify if there are visibility 

gaps related to compliance and audit requirements. 

Phase 2: Shifting to a Desired State 

Now that you successfully identified the priority areas of 

modernization, the next step is to adapt the environment 

accordingly. This can be accomplished by focusing on three 

areas to modernize — business approach, delivery models, 

and applications. 

Business Approach and Strategy  
A significant factor in cloud modernization is adapting business 

strategy, processes, and approach to how things are typically 

done. There are a few elements that must be understood and 

embraced to ensure success at this stage: 

Adopt Security as an Enabler — Processes and services 

adopted or adapted should have security as a top priority. 

Security is critically important at this stage of cloud 

transformation as it impacts every decision you make moving 

forward. From maintaining visibility across workloads, to 

securing DevOps environments, to selecting your application 

delivery model — every aspect of this stage is impacted by 

security. If you overlook, skip, or treat as an afterthought, it 

could result in detrimental effects to your environment, your 

customer base, and your organization’s reputation. 

Establish the Pace of Change  — Your organization will 

experience significant change during modernization. Be sure 

to maintain a velocity that does not elevate your security risk. 

Maintain a pace of change that enables you to transform 

quickly but safely. Ensure security processes align with the 

pace of that change.  

Adapt Risk Tolerance — As new technologies are 

adopted, there will be an inherent increased risk. For 

example, the use of containers can yield cost benefits 

and increased agility; however, it is hazardous if proper 

security measures are not put in place. In this example, by 

maintaining visibility to containers, risk can be mitigated. 

Adapting risk tolerance can help maintain the velocity to 

transform without sacrificing security along the way.  

Define Success — You will likely need to re-define what 

success looks like for your organization in terms of cloud 

modernization.

• Define desired end state — The end state should include 

 a fixed objective (final desired end state) supported by 

 short- and long-term objectives.

• Establish KPIs  — You may have already defined key 

 performance indicators (KPIs) during the migration 

 stage of your cloud transformation. Leverage those KPIs 

 and refine based on the modernization strategy. These 

 KPIs will vary significantly and may include a range of 

 success factors from cost, time-to-scale, and the ability 

 to innovate to the timeframe for adoption of a new 

 delivery model.

• Establishing a timeline — Establish a timeframe that 

 is realistic for your organization’s resources, expertise, 

 and budget. 

Modernizing Delivery Models

Identify a Delivery Model — The three common delivery 

models outlined below provide cloud-based services 

designed to help organizations accelerate their cloud 

adoption. The defined-security roles for the cloud provider 

and customer vary significantly for each model:

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) — This pay-as-you-go 

 option eliminates the need for organizations to make 

 investments in on-site hardware, networking, storage, and 

 virtualization. IaaS provides a highly scalable, cost-effective 

 solution for organizations looking to future-proof their 

 business. Examples of IaaS include EC2, Azure, and GCP. 

 Each of the IaaS services provides customers access to a 

 console which allows for the allocation of compute, storage, 

 and other cloud-based services quickly and without the need 

 for knowledge about the physical infrastructure. The major 

 cloud providers have API access so customers can program-

 matically access the same services as they do from the

 console, but in a far more scalable manner. 
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• Platform as a Service (PaaS) — Commonly used by 

 developers, PaaS is a cost-effective way to create unique 

 or custom applications without requiring the organization 

 to manage the infrastructure to support the applications. 

 Examples of PaaS include Cloud Foundry and OpenShift. 

• Software as a Service (SaaS) — Typically a monthly 

 or subscription-based service, SaaS enables software 

 to be available to users with little to no maintenance or 

 management required by the customer. The delivery 

 models provide ready-to-use services. Examples of SaaS 

 include O365 and Salesforce. 

Manage Your Shared Responsibility — Depending on the 

delivery model you chose, your responsibility in the SSRM will 

vary significantly. The chart at the bottom of this page is an 

example of the differences between each. As you adopt a 

new model, ensure you can effectively manage and secure 

your areas of responsibility as you deploy your stack.

Support Application Delivery — To meet the requirements 

of the selected delivery model, you may need to rearchitect 

applications to optimize your cloud security, as well as ensure 

you can successfully scale.

• On-premises applications — For applications that remain 

 on-premises, you previously mapped out infrastructure, 

 dependencies, and business processes required to 
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 support the application. Leverage this to define what is 

 required to rearchitect the application for cloud. 

• Existing migrated applications — For those applications 

 and workloads previously identified as having been 

 migrated via lift and shift, leverage the insights collected 

 during the Modernizing Applications and Workloads 

 step of this guide. Those applications identified as 

 underperforming or disrupting business continuity 

 are candidates for rearchitecting. 

Modernizing Applications and Workloads
Modernization can offer tremendous benefits but can be 

challenging to manage without the help of third-party 

services and tools. Fortunately, there are options and 

flexibility to choose based on your organization’s resources 

and readiness to modernize.

Public cloud providers, such as AWS and Azure, have made 

it much easier for organizations to embrace and adopt new 

technologies in terms of cloud architecture. Consider these 

when modernizing your applications and workloads: 

• Visibility 

• Security 

• Cost-effective modernization 
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An important consideration for applications which is likely 

to yield modernization value fastest is a high number of 

components which can be translated one-for-one or 

migrated easily to services managed by the cloud provider 

(e.g., database, containers, serverless, etc.). These types of 

applications usually will deliver the ultimate in scalability 

(therefore optimum costs), while ensuring the most seamless 

modernization to everything as a service. 

Rearchitect Applications  — This step can be a heavy lift for 

organizations, but it enables the ability to take advantage 

of cloud-native capabilities that are essential to getting the 

most out of your cloud environment. There are several critical 

considerations that must be addressed: 

• Gain a clear understanding of the cloud platform

• Obtain in-depth knowledge of the application including 

 functionality, usage patterns, and required areas of 

 redundancy 

• Strive for subject matter expertise on rearchitecting 

 specific cloud environments (e.g., in-house expertise or 

 from a third-party resource) 

Secure Code Repositories  — Securing code repositories is 

just as critical as securing and managing applications. Use 

the same level of discipline and concern for security when 

maintaining code repositories. Document processes and 

workflows to address part of this (e.g., preventing a user from 

building code for a critical application in a secure location, 

then moving the code into an S3 bucket that is unsecured 

and publicly accessible). The organization can address this 

by maintaining visibility and security to these repositories and 

leveraging tools and services that can identify and respond 

to critical vulnerabilities.

Secure and Manage Applications — Each option for securing 

and managing applications has pros and cons. Following are 

several options to consider: 

• Containers  — A great option if you’re looking for a 

lightweight, portable way to distribute applications, quickly 

build them to scale and manage more effectively. AWS offers 

several container services to help with this process: 

 - Amazon EKS (Elastic Container Service for Kubernetes)

  - Amazon ECS (Elastic Container Service)

• Serverless  — Architecture designed to automatically 

 scale to meet demand. Applications can be deployed 

 within seconds and the pay-for-what-you-use approach 

 is ideal for applications that are infrequently utilized and/

 or have low traffic. Although there is no backend to

 manage, testing of web applications with serverless 

 architecture can be challenging since it can be difficult 

 to replicate the backend in a local environment. 

• Microservices  — Ideal for organizations whose business 

 relies on always-on services (such as an ecommerce 

 site). With microservices, you can create a platform with 

 several microservices applications, including their 

 respective related services and databases within each 

 microservice application, which operate independently 

 of each other. If one microservice application is com-

 promised, the others are not, minimizing the risk of any

 one component being a single point of failure.

 

 For more information or to speak with one of our cloud
security experts, please visit alertlogic.com

Cloud modernization efforts can be enhanced by working with a trusted advisor and leveraging third-party resources and tools, 

such as those offered through public cloud providers.

Although this guide does not address every aspect of cloud modernization, it serves as a foundation for businesses to achieve scale, 

agility, and maintain velocity of change without sacrificing security.
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